Sub: Attachment of Sri. Kunhabdulla, ASI, Sri. Sunish CPO 7398 & K. Ranjish CPO 8321 to the O/o the SP, Traffic, NZ- Orders issued.


In the circumstances reported by the the Inspector General of Police, Traffic & RSM , vide reference cited, the period of Working Arrangement in respect of Sri. Kunhabdulla, ASI of Police, Sri. Sunish CPO 7398 and K. Ranjish CPO 8321 of Control Room, Kozhikode City is extended for a further period of one year and attached to the office of the the SP, Traffic, North Zone with immediate effect.

To: The individuals concerned through Unit Head.

Copy To: (1) The IGP, Traffic & RSM, Tvpm
(2) Supdt of Police, Traffic NZ, KKD
(3) CAs to SPC/IG(HQ)/AIG
(4) The ADGP, SCRB to publish the same in Police Website.